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 In Germany I want to make the German User Interface my default language, if I want to change it later on I can. What I want to
do is: I want to change the keyboard layout to German(German keyboard) to Dvorak Layout. After some searching I found this:
I checked the path of the required files (I also have an English user Interface with the Dvorak layout, but you can ignore that for
now), and found a tool to change the system language that is included in the German ISO as well as the English ISO (the English
ISO only has the keyboard layout for French and Spanish as far as I know). The tool I found only works with Windows 8 but it
can be extended to Windows 7. I also found a tool which extends the tool: I tried this tool but it doesn't work, it shows an error

which doesn't show up in the German ISO. I found this tool which does show me the error, it is for Windows 10. I tried the
French version of the German ISO and it works perfectly. I'm hoping I can get the German version to work as well. Is there any
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way to change the keyboard layout? Thanks in advance. A: I found the solution, it was not to change the Keyboard layout but to
change the layout from Dvorak to German(German keyboard). Download the tool Install it Start the tool Find the Windows 7
ISO (The English version) Click on "Install Windows (English)" in the right column Click on the little arrow button next to

"Keyboard layout" to open the list of languages Locate the German(German keyboard) version Select it Click on the "Install"
button Install Windows as normal Start the tool and it should be German(German keyboard) now Thanks for reading!
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